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Mother Nature’s mirror, a 

serene body of water, can 

provide a fascinating view. 

Projecting a reflection of hues 

and light that blend together, 

it creates a visual masterpiece 

of watercolor art.

ver the centuries  

and around the globe, 

photographers and artists 

alike have tried to capture its 

significant beauty, the surreal 

experience it offers to the 

viewer, and the peace and 

serenity one can feel when 

gazing into nature’s mirror.

Reflecting the changing colors 

of the sky, vibrant flowers from 

an overhanging branch, or the 

image of a graceful bird afloat 

on its surface, the surreal 

experience of gazing into a 

body of water brings forth a 

feeling of awe and bliss…
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“Photograph: a picture painted by the sun without instruction in art.” v Ambrose Bierce

“I wish that all of nature’s magnificence, the emotion of the land, the living  
energy of place could be photographed.” v Annie Leibovitz

“Taking an image, freezing a moment, reveals how rich reality truly is.” v Anonymous

“If you see something that moves you, and then snap it, you keep a moment.” v Linda McCartney
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“To me, photography is an art of observation. It’s about finding something interesting in 
an ordinary place…I’ve found it has little to do with the things you see and  

everything to do with the way you see them.” v  Elliott Erwitt

P A T H S  I N  P A R A D I S E . . .

There are many unique 
spots in our magnificent city 
that make us want to pause 
for a while and gaze at the 

beauty and peacefulness that 
abounds. We hope you stroll 
along some of these paths 
and discover the wonder of 

living in paradise.
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Finding this peaceful spot is easy as you make your way through 
Venice Island and discover the gift that is before you, the South 
Jetty.  Beautiful sunsets reflecting the pristine waters of the Gulf, 
sailboats gliding through the channel, and the sound of waves 
against the rocks make this spot a sought-after destination.  

Walk along the Jetty, and enjoy this path in paradise...

For more information about Virginia Howell’s photography, call 
941.525.0952, email virginiahowellphotography@gmail.com, or 
log on to Virginiahowellphotography.com.


